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ABSTRACT
Summary: Centuries of medical wisdom—namely that spinal cord injury (SCI) treatment was limited to caretaking until the patients inevitably succumbed to complications—has given way to tremendous medical and research advancements. The prognosis for survival after SCI improved significantly after World War II, leading to the largest population of people aging with chronic SCI in history. Despite the general lack of optimism for functional recovery after SCI, the spinal cord has proven to be one of the most attractive systems for studying central nervous system plasticity. Predictions of clinical applications derived from basic findings now routinely accompany reports of evidence for spinal axon regeneration. This has led to great debate in the SCI research community about the level and quality of evidence needed to select truly promising candidate therapies. This article reviews the basis for optimism in the new understanding of the processes of degeneration after SCI and the mechanisms of regeneration. The emphasis is on neuroprotective and reparative strategies emerging from the animal literature, and on the steps remaining to be taken to translate these into effective clinical trials of new therapies. Examples of the translational process in related areas of brain injury and stroke are cited, as well as the specific issues relating to the needs of individuals with SCI.
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INTRODUCTION
At the dawn of the 20th century, Ramón y Cajal and his students studied the inability of central nervous system (CNS) axons to regenerate (1,2), contrasting this failure to the successful repair that they observed in peripheral nerves. Some indications of CNS plasticity and recovery of function were reported mid-century (3–5), but it was the observations of Aguayo and colleagues (6,7) in the early 1980s, who showed that CNS axons regenerate into peripheral nerve bridges and exit short distances back into the spinal cord, that electrified the field of CNS regeneration research. Ironically, despite the general lack of optimism for functional recovery after spinal cord injury (SCI), the outlying regions of the CNS, spinal cord, and optic nerve proved to be among the most attractive systems for studying CNS plasticity (8–10). Since that time, ever-increasing research effort has focused on SCI. Consequently, a number of new strategies for neuroprotection, regeneration, and restoration of function have been described based on animal models. The development of a reliable, quantitative scale to measure locomotor function in rodents (the BBB scale) (11) has enabled researchers to augment their basic regeneration studies with behavioral analysis to an unprecedented extent. Concurrently, recent studies of spinal cord physiology (12–16) have demonstrated clearly the cord’s complexity as an integrator of locomotor and respiratory rhythms as well as the plasticity of reflex circuits in response to experience or injury.

This enthusiasm for spinal regeneration research has evoked stories of promise and hope in popular and scientific publications. Predictions that basic findings could lead to clinical applications routinely accompany studies that report axonal regeneration and statistically significant behavioral recovery in animal studies of novel SCI therapies. To date, that promise has not been fulfilled by improving clinical treatments for SCI. Those hopeful predictions fail to communicate the difficulty and number of unknowns involved in the implementation of successful clinical trials. There is great debate in the SCI research community about the level and quality of evidence needed to select truly promising candidate therapies, as well as debate about the appropriate steps needed to develop decisive clinical tests to assess the efficacy of the proposed therapeutic strategies.

This article reviews the steps that remain to successfully translate therapeutic strategies that promise to restore function to SCI individuals, and the debate about the process. Although not an exhaustive review, it cites some of the many other reviews already available that describe the SCI research literature. The focus is on neuroprotective and reparative strategies emerging from the animal literature; however, this is not meant to minimize the importance of strategies that build on remaining neural connections and functionality, such as...
ALTERING OUTCOMES: IMPROVED MEDICAL CARE AND UNDERSTANDING OF SCI

Throughout the history of medicine to the mid-20th century, medical wisdom dictated that treating severe SCI largely involved caretaking until the patients inevitably succumbed to infections and other complications. During World War II, this hopelessness turned into a focus on survival after SCI. This effort was facilitated by the introduction of antibiotics and long-term medical management at centers for treatment and rehabilitation of patients with SCI, modeled on the center at Stoke Mandeville Hospital in England developed by Sir Ludwig Guttmann in 1944. Dr. Guttmann’s emphasis was on preventing or overcoming systemic complications and helping patients to acquire new skills, engage in sports, and survive long term (17).

Cases of SCI are not tracked comprehensively in the United States; however, the estimated incidence is 12,000 cases per year, with approximately a quarter of a million Americans living with chronic SCI (18,19). The largest proportion still occurs in relatively young men, 16 to 30 years of age, escalating the high social and economic burden of this condition. Medical advances beginning in the 1940s have led to the largest population of people aging with chronic SCI in history. There has been a trend toward more injuries resulting in incomplete motor and sensory loss (now about 55% of injuries), and the injuries diminishing life expectancy to a lesser extent as medical management has improved (20). Improved outcomes can be attributed largely to increased awareness by first responders who immobilize patients after injury, and emergency and hospital care designed to limit secondary injury, all of which help to improve survival and minimize additional loss of function (18). In addition to experiencing losses in motor and sensory function; spasticity; and bowel, bladder, and sexual dysfunctions; persons with chronic SCI continue to face increased risks of urinary and pulmonary infections, pressure ulcers, neuropathic pain, autonomic dysreflexia, bone density loss, and cardiovascular and metabolic diseases (21). Despite progress in basic research, the medical outlook for patients in emergency rooms or rehabilitation units does not include plans for curative therapies. SCI continues to cause permanent impairments, and the hope of reversing these impairments lies with research discoveries.

In the search for novel treatments—either to prevent damaging cellular responses to the initial injury or restore function in chronic injury—researchers are seeking to better understand spinal cord function, the nature of the processes by which injury occurs, and the possibility for regeneration or replacement of neuronal connections that can restore lost functions. There have been a number of excellent reviews of the process of degeneration after SCI (eg, 22–24), which includes acute and ongoing loss of neurons, oligodendrocytes, and other cells (25); vascular damage (26–28); and the deposition of matrix molecules and exposure of myelin proteins that are believed to inhibit successful regeneration (29–34). The lesion cavity itself is a barrier to regeneration, but is not entirely hostile to axonal sprouting, as indicated by the common phenomenon of Schwannosis (infiltration of aberrant Schwann cell myelinated nerve fibers) (35). This is but one example of the capacity of the adult human spinal cord for endogenous plasticity. Other examples include plasticity in the segments surrounding the site of injury that may be responsible for some neurologic recovery over the first months or years after injury, and may contribute to the development of neurogenic pain, spasticity, and novel reflexes that develop over time (36,37).

Overall, researchers have identified several well-defined targets for development of restorative therapies in SCI. These are “the 5Rs” (6R’s):

- **Reduction** of secondary cell death and axon damage (neuroprotection);
- **Replacement** of lost cells, particularly lower motor and/or propriospinal neurons;
- **Repair and regeneration** of damaged axonal systems;
- **Remyelination** of spared, but demyelinated, axons or regenerating fibers;
- **Rehabilitation** to enhance plasticity, modulate reflexes, and improve function.

The rest of this discussion assesses the development of these strategies into viable therapeutic options.

A CASCADE OF NEW POSSIBILITIES

The history of modern CNS regeneration research, which has been described many times (see, eg, 38–40), begins with the major advances made in the 1980s. CNS axon regeneration through peripheral nerve bridges (1,2) was proved to not be an artifact of silver staining (6,7), but to actually have the potential to restore synaptic connections to target cells in distant brain nuclei (41). Grafts of spinal cord tissue enhanced by neurotrophic support were shown to relay signals at the lesion site (42). With the isolation and testing of numerous families of trophic factors, the importance of growth conducive and inhibitory proteins grew (43–45). Concurrently, studies of the pathophysiologic processes, such as detrimental immunologic reactions and membrane disruption by lipid peroxidation (22), led to the development of neuroprotective strategies and clinical testing in the 1980s and 1990s of high-dose methylprednisolone and other promising agents (National Acute Spinal Cord Injury Study trials) (46,47).

Methodologic advances and standardization also have fueled this field. Using standardized rodent models for contusion (48–50) or compression (51) injuries, combined with quantifiable, well-validated, behavioral tests like the 21-point BBB scale (11), researchers have demonstrated remarkably similar differences between treatment groups of 1 to 3 points on this scale. Although it is not known how relevant a change in “the frequency of plantar stepping” or of “forelimb-to-hindlimb coordination” in rats is to clinical outcomes in human trials, these functional results are intriguing. Why do so many dissimilar experimental strategies elicit these small but statistically reliable changes in the midrange of the BBB scale? Is there a common mechanism that can and should...
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molecules or their receptors, including multiple myelin proteins
and inhibitory matrix proteoglycans (29–34), or bypassing
these inhibitors by modulating intracellular signals (61); and (e)
combinations of these, as well as addition of matrix or polymer
scaffolds to support implants or guide axons directly (eg, 62).
**Neuroprotective strategies** focus on preventing excitotoxicity and
destructive cytokine cascades (63), modulating immunologic
processes (64, 65) or scar formation (66), and inhibiting
multiple cellular processes by hypothermia or irradiation (67–
70). Finally, **rehabilitative strategies** have received renewed
attention as the understanding of the spinal circuitry controlling
locomotion, spasticity, and pain has evolved; these therapies
include locomotor training and pharmacotherapies (71–73).
Although some advocates consider an emphasis on
rehabilitation to be antithetical to cure research (the “care
versus cure” debate), increasingly, the clinical and research
communities are communicating, to the benefit of both (74).

Many of these strategic approaches have been discussed in
terms of therapeutic potential from their conception, yet
relatively few SCI trials have been initiated. Early tests of
neurotrophic factors in neurologic disease encountered
problems due to side effects of these powerful compounds
(75). Although trophic factors remain some of the most
promising compounds for stimulating regeneration in the spinal
cord, serious consideration is being given to appropriate
delivery systems and the possibility of aberrant growth that
could result in neuropathic pain or other side effects
(58, 76). The effectiveness of even those therapies already in
common clinical use, such as methylprednisolone and
body-weight-supported treadmill locomotor training, have
been called into question by recent observations (eg, 77; Bruce
Dobkin, unpublished observations). The situation will become
even more complex when therapies combining several novel
strategies are tested, which most researchers seem to concur
will be necessary.

These obstacles can be overcome, and must be, if the
strategies are to truly deliver on the promise of substantial
functional recovery to individuals with SCI. Based on the
complexities just noted, careful analysis of alterations in not
only the locomotor system but also sensory, autonomic, and
possibly cognitive function should be assessed in relevant
animal models. This is not just an inconvenient distraction on
the way to clinical trials. Sensory and autonomic functions—
particularly bowel, bladder, and sexual function—are highly
relevant as therapeutic endpoints in themselves, and routinely
are ranked by patients as most directly affecting their quality of
life (78; Kimberly Anderson, unpublished observations). Thus, it
not only is essential to address how a novel therapy augments
axonal regeneration, but also how it affects surviving
endogenous spinal circuitry.

**MOVING AHEAD WITH TRANSLATION**

Despite the complexities noted above, the SCI research
community is actively interested and appears to be poised to
translate its basic observations to human trials. In some cases, this
transition is underway (see 74 for a review, 79). Yet overall,
since the NASCIS trials examined acute neuroprotective drug
therapies, SCI researchers have been slower than their
colleagues in brain injury and stroke to initiate new therapeutic
trials (80, 81). One could argue that the results of the NASCIS
trials themselves, and the availability of methylprednisolone
therapy, tended to inhibit further incremental trials in SCI while
stimulating related fields such as traumatic brain injury to
initiate trials search of an effective protective agent.

Recently, however, some agents have been tested clinically
[GM-1 ganglioside (82), activated macrophages (79), and the
N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor antagonist, gacyclidine (83)].
Initial studies included both complete and incomplete SCI.
Trends reported in these early intervention studies suggested
that patients with incomplete cervical injuries were more likely
to benefit from such interventions than were patients with
complete cervical injuries or those with thoracic injuries. In the
thoracic region, outcome measures of motor improvement are
relatively insensitive, and minor neurologic improvements are
less likely to affect functional outcomes. Interventions in chronic
SCI have included extensive testing of 4-aminopyridine (73),
embryonic cord grafts to diminish cyst expansion in
syringomyelia patients (84), and development of various
functional neuromuscular stimulation devices (eg, 85, 86).
As shown by this review of the range of therapeutic possibilities,
there are real benefits to discussing experiences and
expectations in diverse disciplines such as engineering, basic
and clinical sciences. This discussion could help prioritize SCI
therapies as they move toward clinical testing (85).

Under the best of circumstances, even failure of a treatment
to restore significant function would be informative, if the
discrepancies between laboratory and clinical results could be
reconciled. Iteration back to animal studies after human trials is
essential if we are to develop better preclinical research models
that adequately predict clinical outcomes. Unfortunately, this
has not yet occurred; trials have not been designed to obtain
data to address particular mechanistic assumptions. In brain
injury and stroke, post hoc analysis of the trial designs showed
that clinical trials often did not faithfully reflect the successful
parameters of the animal experiments (80, 81). Human testing
in SCI also has strayed from the underlying preclinical data. For
example, testing of human fetal grafts to arrest cyst expansion is
quite different than is the regeneration emphasis in preclinical
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studies of transection or contusion injuries (52,84). Similarly, although activated macrophages were tested immediately after injury in transected rat cord, clinical implementation began 1 to 2 weeks after closed SCI (65,79). Nevertheless, these studies showed some evidence of effectiveness in preventing cyst expansion, and intriguing results in some patients after macrophage treatments (79,84). However, the fetal graft trials have not led to further trials or changes in standard treatment, even for syringomyelia. As Dr. Reier pointed out at the 2002 Society for Neurotrauma meeting, evidence that grafted cells survived was not available, making it difficult to draw conclusions about the safety of the cellular therapy itself. Measures that assess the activity of a therapeutic agent would enhance the ability to reconcile either positive or negative clinical results with predictions from animal models.

CONSIDERATIONS IN UNDERTAKING TRANSLATION TO CLINICAL TESTING

Questions of how to safely and ethically develop therapies for a stable, chronic SCI population, and how to run trials large enough to prove efficacy, have been addressed at 2 recent workshops organized by the National Institute of Neurologic Disorders and Stroke (NINDS; 87) in February 2003 and the International Campaign for Cures of Spinal Cord Injury Paralysis in February 2004. These discussions addressed many important questions, but reached few definitive answers.

One of the very difficult questions that the SCI research field is asking is how much preclinical data is enough to justify proceeding to human testing? There is no clear answer. At its essence, this question addresses the value of any of the animal models in predicting clinical outcomes. No animal model is ideal, although contusion/compression injuries often are cited as “clinically relevant.” That does not make them the best choice for every experiment. It is clear that testing of therapies for chronic patients requires assessment in a truly chronic animal setting (60,88). Less universally accepted is the need for large animal or primate models. There is no formula to predict the number of cells or dosing calculation needed to “ramp up” from studies in small rodents to human-sized injuries; thus, larger models are cited as an intermediate step. Cellular testing proposed for dogs (in which naturally occurring injuries can be studied) or primates is not trivial. It also requires developing techniques to acquire and cultivate cells from these species, which do not model human cells directly (89,90) and would not contribute to meeting regulatory requirements for human cell products.

Given that highly successful clinical strategies based on particular animal models are rare, it seems too conservative to insist on any particular preclinical modeling before human testing is considered—and there is only so much mechanistic information we can and need to determine from animal models. It seems most reasonable to ask that a therapy’s known strengths and weaknesses be calibrated to match experimental and clinical realities as much as possible. The more a strategy’s success relies on use of a particular rodent strain, injury model, or hyperacute therapeutic window, the less likely one would expect it to be in a clinical setting. It would be most informative to assess new strategies in different models and assess their effects on different components of SCI and its aftermath (80).

Comparing the realities of clinical testing to expectations from animal studies raises the issue of functional outcome assessments in human trials—for example, assessing autonomic functions or incremental functional changes versus “walking.” For trials of regeneration strategies, it also is important to question the usefulness and sensitivity of existing outcome measures, which were developed not for trials but for clinical tracking of patients. Early tests of strategies to promote axonal regeneration may not restore function that is clinically relevant, but will be important scientifically to assess any indication of improvement or deficit attributable to the treatment. Motor and sensory function assessed by the American Spinal Injury Association scale (91) does not take pain or autonomic or sexual function into account, and may not be sensitive enough to detect a few spinal levels of regeneration in thoracic injuries. At least 2 groups have taken on such questions (92,93), which may set new precedents for human SCI trials.

One important consideration that has arisen from discussions between clinicians and basic researchers is that clinical trials place a burden on the patients. Based on its incidence and prevalence, SCI is a relatively rare disorder and the population of eligible participants will be limited. Acute SCI patients are not stable, and the risks of invasive experimental interventions can be significant, which has impacted direct assessment of even neurosurgical treatments. The lack of evidence-based standards for acute surgical or rehabilitation care is another issue to be considered in foreseeing human trials (94,95). If clinical standards are lacking, then controlling for adjunct rehabilitation or surgical therapies will be critical in planning a meaningful trial. However, long-term trials that require extensive rehabilitation time and follow-up may not be practical for patients trying to get back into their work or school environment, especially when long-distance travel is involved. These issues contribute to the need to carefully consider trial design in the testing of complex therapeutic strategies (74).

THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF TRANSLATION

Translation begins with foreseeing clinical use of a strategy. The first burden of proof for advancing a new strategy should be to illustrate that the strategy is robust, and the positive result is repeatable. These qualities could be illustrated by testing in different relevant injury severities, at different spinal levels, across different species, or in independent laboratories. Comparing the various cell types or strategies head to head preclinically also would increase the level of confidence that any particular therapy is ready for translation.

Unlike the oft-used comparison to the moon landing, there is not a basic understanding and agreement on what is needed to reach the goal of spinal cord repair, and numerous strategies are being pursued simultaneously. Although there is no definitive list of considerations that are required and sufficient to predict success in human trials, there are a number of topics that are being considered. For drug studies, the experience of the brain injury community is most informative, and the reader is referred to the excellent suggestions of the Clinical Trials in...
Head Injury Study Group (80) and the Stroke Therapy Academic Industry Roundtable (96). Cell-based therapies have other considerations, and some of these have been addressed (97). These considerations include justification of the choice of cell type in comparison with related cells; optimal purity of the population; availability of human source material; manipulation/expansion of the populations before implantation; selection of delivery site and dose (rationale for scaling cell grafts to the size needed for effective human use); assessment of cell survival and migration in vivo; possible need for immune suppression; appropriate time of delivery; potential need to remove scar or reprise surviving tissue; combinations with factors or scaffolds; and, ultimately, good manufacturing processes, safety/toxicology testing, and so forth.

Other translational considerations include gender and genetic diversity in selecting inclusion/exclusion criteria, possible biomarkers to assess outcomes in short-term trials that may predict long-term functional improvements (ie, success of phase III efficacy testing), and exposing animal models to situations that are like those experienced by patients (eg, adjunct therapies, intensive care, and rehabilitation). The process would be accelerated if the basic scientists who are interested in translation of their models considered these issues early in the process, but generally these are separate from experiments used to establish proof of principle.

In July 2002, the NINDS initiated a series of Program Announcements to support translational research in the neurosciences. One announcement encompasses cooperative agreements for individual investigators, collaborative centers, and meetings (PAR-02-139; see http://grants1.nih.gov/grants/guide/index.html for descriptions of any of these announcements). This announcement solicits research that starts only after mechanisms or models for a disorder are established, and ends before clinical testing. PAR-02-138 supports exploratory/development projects, and PAR-02-140 supports career development. The program is intended to catalyze translational research in neuroscience as a cooperative, iterative process leading to new and effective interventions for neurologic disorders. Early-stage projects may lead to the identification and characterization of candidate therapeutics, and late-stage projects—including pharmacology/toxicology and Investigational New Drug or Investigational Device Exemption applications to the Food and Drug Administration— also are within the scope of the program. Funding under this program can cover drug or cell production, sterility, toxicity, pharmacokinetics, dosing, timing; assessing the long-term function of implanted cells, or the diffusion and washout of infused factors; assessing both direct and indirect effects of novel therapeutic strategies, including considering potential side effects; and evaluating combination strategies preclinically.

The goal is to facilitate the effective review and research administration of translational research projects.

Clinical testing involves several initial phases before the efficacy of an intervention is tested in a definitive phase III trial. The early stages include safety assessment of the intervention and pilot studies to obtain necessary information to establish the clinical basis for proceeding to an efficacy trial, including early detection of treatment activity and preliminary data to support the rationale for a phase III clinical trial of an intervention. NINDS has a program (PAR-03-174) to support pilot clinical studies designed to obtain information needed to establish clearly the clinical basis for proceeding to a full-scale trial.

Without agreement on the question of exactly what or how much preclinical evidence of efficacy should be demonstrated before a novel therapeutic approach is tested in human participants, the traditional question of the risk/benefit ratio remains the standard. Like most other translational researchers, the SCI community is addressing questions of adequate informed consent of potential participants, recruiting sufficient numbers of participants to definitively assess efficacy, and deciding on adequate outcome measures to detect effects of incremental therapies (no “cure” is on the horizon yet). Determining realistic and appropriate primary and secondary outcome measures is one of the most important challenges. It is now understood that setting the bar too high can doom a potentially valuable incremental treatment. Risk/benefit calculations vary depending on the purpose and timing of the therapeutic intervention. One group—the International Spinal Research Trust—has stated that for their early tests of novel, presumably invasive therapies, testing will be limited to chronic participants with stable complete thoracic SCI (98). Their goal—to detect as few as 2 segments of partially restored function in the thoracic region—corresponds to setting a rather high bar and is necessitating the development of new outcome assessments (92). This may be prudent for early stages of high-risk clinical testing, but to be significant clinically, later phase trials will need to be more inclusive, and powered to detect incremental, but clinically significant, changes in outcome compared with a control population of individuals with SCI. These trials could be stratified to account for different types of injury (eg, complete/incomplete or cervical/thoracic). Larger trials can be designed to detect changes in subpopulations while testing the relevance of the therapy to all patients that ultimately might benefit from it. Appropriate interim analyses can be incorporated to monitor safety.

In 2002, Dr. Elias Zerhouni, Director of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), initiated a priority-setting process that has resulted in a strategic vision known as the NIH Roadmap (see http://nihroadmap.nih.gov). One of the 3 themes of this plan is “Re-Engineering the Clinical Research Enterprise,” a well-defined effort to accelerate translation of basic scientific advances into improved health for the nation. It entails, in part, the standardization of clinical research policies and regulations, the integration of clinical research networks, and enhanced clinical research workforce training. The programs resulting from this effort should facilitate translation of research findings in all areas of neurologic disorders, including SCI. For acute conditions, such as spinal cord and brain injury, stroke, and status epileptics, clinical research teams may include a unique combination of specialties—including emergency care specialists and intensivists along with neurosurgeons, neurologists, and ultimately psychiatrists and therapists—to assess the effects of acute therapies and adjunct rehabilitation in multicenter trials.
An important consideration in the development of SCI trials—in particular, for invasive or combination therapies—is how to ethically incorporate control groups into the trials. The lack of evidence-based standards for acute or even rehabilitative care will complicate trial design (94,95). The baseline outcomes for SCI have changed to a measurable extent over time [e.g., a decline in the relative incidence of complete versus incomplete injuries (18)], bringing historic controls into question. When patients and surgeons cannot be blinded to treatment, placebo effects may be controlled in some cases by blinding outcome assessment. This is yet another area in which experts in the field are seeking agreement as to how best to proceed.

CONCLUSION
The field of SCI research has progressed from hopelessness to an abundance of promise in a relatively short period. There is no proven path for the successful translation of promising strategies to clinical success, and individuals living with the functional losses imposed by SCI are anxiously awaiting significant improvements in their therapeutic options. Addressing the sometimes dauntingly complex realities of translating basic findings requires committed interactions between basic, translational and clinical scientists. Although debates continue, serious discussion is underway among these groups. This interaction should help to focus the efforts on strategies aimed at the most clinically relevant targets, including not only motor and sensory but also autonomic function.
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